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COOLAIR PARKING COOLERS
STAY COOL FOR LONGER

PARKING COOLERS
FOR TRUCKS

COOLAIR RTX –  
THE NEW GENERATION

MOBILE LIVING MADE EASY

•  Runs longer 
(for up to 12 hours)

• Runs quieter

• Saves fuel



Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.

The third CoolAir generation comes with an entirely new technology to continue a unique success story.   

CoolAir compressor parking coolers have been around for over ten years to improve working conditions, safety and 

cost efficiency in the European utility vehicle industry. Now is the time to set new benchmarks.

The new, third generation CoolAir roof air conditioners do that in two convincing ways: CoolAir RTX 1000 provides 

more cooling performance and a longer running time while consuming less energy than its predecessor model. 

CoolAir RTX 2000 generates more than twice the cooling power at the same running time. All of this is possible 

thanks to the use of a variable speed inverter compressor, which makes for excellent cooling performance and 

amazingly efficient and quiet operation.

Despite all the technical improvements the well proven CoolAir benefits have been retained. Take the vehicle-specific 

installation concept, for instance, or the option to use a CoolAir split air conditioner (p. 14), if the roof version won’t 

fit, or the roof window is to be retained.

More efficiency and more power

COOLAIR RTX –  
THE NEW GENERATION

Stay cool for longer!
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NEW

Here are the new ones:

Dometic CoolAir RTX 1000
Truck roof parking cooler, 24-volt stationary air conditioning

• 1200 watts cooling capacity rated to ISO 5151

• Up to 12 hours running time

•  At 30°C ambient temperature only 8 A current  

consumption in ECO mode

• Very quiet running

• 4 operating modes (Auto, Eco, Manual, Boost)

• Ideal for longer trips in moderate climates

Dometic CoolAir RTX 2000
Truck roof parking cooler, 24-volt stationary air conditioning

• 2000 watts cooling capacity rated to ISO 5151

• Up to 6 hours running time

•  At 30°C ambient temperature only 9.5 A current 

consumption in ECO mode

• Very quiet running

• 4 operating modes (Auto, Eco, Manual, Boost)

• Ideal for hot climates and for use during the day
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A familiar picture in parking areas: truck drivers leaving the engine running for hours to use the air 

conditioner or to recharge the batteries during their resting periods. This is bad for the environment, 

and it’s also against the law. Tons of fuel are wasted, and fleet operators pay dearly for it. Plus, it wears 

down the engine faster. A parking cooler keeps operating costs down. Especially so if it has such an 

amazingly long running time like the new CoolAir RTX 1000. Equally important to fleet owners is the 

fact that it improves work safety and thus ensures that the driver and freight arrive safe and sound. Last 

but not least, fitting a truck with a parking cooler helps find qualified employees and keep them loyal to 

the company.

For fleet operators, the new CoolAir is a calculation  
that works out fine.

“IT SAVES ME A LOT OF FUEL.”

Stay cool for longer!
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Here’s what the new CoolAir generation  
does for fleet operators:

CoolAir RTX …
… cuts operating costs

Reduced fuel consumption: 
Engine is not running during the resting periods 

Sample calculation 
Diesel price  1.19 € 
Truck running idle:  Ø 6 hrs/day 
Average usage per year:  100 days 
Fuel consumption per hour 
(when running idle) approx.  3 – 4 l/hr

Fuel savings 
100 days x 5 hours x 3,5 l/h. x 1,19 €/l  2.082,50 € 
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Extra-long running time or extra performance: the two versions of the new CoolAir RTX parking 

cooler give every driver what he needs to enjoy relaxing breaks. The RTX 1000 creates 

pleasant temperatures for up to twelve hours before the battery monitor gives advance 

warning and finally cuts off the power supply to keep the engine ready to start. The more 

powerful RTX 2000 uses its ample capacity to face hot temperatures in the truck cabin for up 

to six hours.

Added to this, the new CoolAir is amazingly quiet in operation. The two-cylinder compressor 

works unnoticeably, leaving the driver to rest perfectly and letting him enjoy all the comforts of 

the parking cooler: the large, high-contrast display, the individually adjustable air distribution, 

the four operating modes – and the adaptive automatic mode of the air conditioner.

The RTX series has been tested in Australia under extreme temperatures and 

environmental conditions to ensure best product quality and performance.

Truck drivers are fascinated by the enormous staying power of 
the CoolAir RTX

“IT CAN DO IT WAY LONGER.”

Stay cool for longer!

Tested in Australia
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Here’s what the new CoolAir generation can do for 
truck drivers:

• Significantly longer running time

• Very quiet operation

• Accurate temperature control

• Self-explanatory, convenient operation

• 4 operating modes, individually adjustable air distribution

• Restful resting periods without noise or exhaust gas exposure

• Contemporary automotive design

• Choice of capacity versions to suit the application

CoolAir RTX …
… runs quietly and for longer
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Today’s trucks are extremely complex structures. Therefore, it is important for service technicians that 

retrofit products are perfectly adapted to the vehicle at hand ... “With the two CoolAir roof systems, 

installation works a treat with no need to drill a single hole. The roof units are supplied completely 

preassembled, their base already includes the hole patterns of all common types of trucks. All we have 

to do is insert the unit, wire it up and attach the cover frame.”

Vehicle-specific installation kits
Speedy installation, neat finish, hassle-free dismantling – with  

vehicle-specific installation kits for the RTX 1000 / 2000 compressor 

systems or the SP 950T roof unit.

Simply ingenious: the CoolAir installation concept

“ ... WELL THOUGHT-OUT AND 
PRACTICAL TO USE”

Example

Stay cool for longer!
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CoolAir RTX …
… is technically innovative

Here’s why installers choose the  
new CoolAir generation:

•   CoolAir installation concept: fast and easy installation – 100% clean removal  

when the vehicle-specific installation kits or fastening frames are used  

(exception: the interior evaporator SP 950I).

•   Modular CoolAir assembly kit for SP 950: freedom of choice when combining  

the components; tailor-made solutions

•    Elegant design: all CoolAir systems perfectly match the vehicle, inside and out
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Our customers kept asking us for parking coolers with longer running times,  

and for use in hot climates. This is why we offer the new CoolAir generation  

in two capacity versions. 

The RTX 1000 with its 1200 watts capacity and up to 12 hours running time is ideal for moderate (European) temperature 

zones. The RTX 2000 was designed for 2000 watts, and it had to prove its power in the soaring Australian summer heat to 

qualify for use in hot climates and at daytime.

What if the two RTX systems cannot be used, because a roof mounted structure is out of the question for constructional 

reasons? Then the CoolAir split air conditioner SP 950 comes into play, optionally with a roof evaporator unit (SP 950T)  

or interior evaporator unit (SP 950I). An adjustable air conditioning solution for trucks with tall cabins, roof spoilers or  

roof-mounted structures.

Parking coolers for all temperature zones,  
for every type of vehicle

THE COOLAIR CONCEPT  
AS A PROBLEM SOLVER

Stay cool for longer!
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CoolAir RTX – the new generation  
Self-contained air conditioner in two capacity versions

CoolAir split air conditioner for special installation conditions

Dometic CoolAir RTX 1000 
Truck roof parking cooler, 
24-volt stationary air conditioning

Dometic CoolAir RTX 2000 
Truck roof parking cooler, 
24-volt stationary air conditioning

Dometic CoolAir SP 950T/SP 950I 
Truck split parking cooler with roof evaporator or  
interior evaporator unit, 24-volt stationary air conditioning

• 1200 watts cooling capacity

• Up to 12 hours running time at full capacity

•  At 30°C ambient temperature only 8 A current 

consumption in ECO mode

• Reliable, accurate voltage monitor with sensing line

•  Variable speed inverter compressor for highest energy 

efficiency

•  Self-contained air conditioner – all A/C components 

integrated in one roof unit

• ADR compliant

• Vehicle-specific installation kits

• 2000 watts cooling capacity

• Up to 6 hours running time at full capacity

•  At 30°C ambient temperature only 9.5 A current 

consumption in ECO mode

• Reliable, accurate voltage monitor with sensing line

•  Variable speed inverter compressor for highest energy 

efficiency

•  Self-contained air conditioner – all A/C components 

integrated in one roof unit

• ADR compliant

• Vehicle-specific installation kits

•  Two mounting options: on the roof (evaporator unit) and on the rear wall  

of the cabin (compressor unit), or both on the cabin rear wall  

(evaporator inside, compressor outside)

• Cooling capacity: 850 watts

• ADR-compliant (SP 950T only)

•  For trucks with especially tall cabs, spoilers, roof-mounted structures  

or large roof slope
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Have you opted for CoolAir RTX? Then don’t forget to add the matching vehicle-specific 

installation kit to your order! It includes everything required for installation on the vehicle 

you have – from the cover frame to the connection cable – and is available for all common 

types of trucks. For other or older-make utility vehicles with or without a roof hatch, two 

universal installation kits are on offer.

Please note the applicable preconditions for installation 
(at www.dometic.eu/coolair) and the specifications of the vehicle manufacturer.

Fast and neat installation

VEHICLE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION 
KITS AS ACCESSORY

Stay cool for longer!

Vehicle-specific cover frame, harmoniously 
integrated to match the design and colour 
of the cabin ceiling

Prepared for specific vehicles  
for ease of installation
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CoolAir RTX 1000 / RTX 2000 2.09 
Compressor powered truck roof parking cooler, 24-volt stationary air conditioning

CoolAir Accessories 2.09 
Vehicle-specific installation kits for RTX (required accessories)

860 mm

Installation kit matching  
roof parking coolers RTX 1000 or RTX 2000  
(example)

5

1 2 3 4

6
7

ON/OFF

Temperature set 
buttons

Operation mode 
buttons

Remote control Control panel: functional and easy to use

1  ON/OFF switch 
2  Menu
3  Select button (up)
4  Select button (down)
5  Blue LED: system running
6  Status readout
7  Temperature set buttons

  Accessories (required)
Vehicle-specific installation kits for RTX 1000 / RTX 2000 
(cover frames, seals, fixing materials, connection cable,  
installation instructions)

Vehicle Ref. No. CoolAir RTX 1000 CoolAir RTX 2000

DAF XF 106, SC 9100300078 9100300078

DAF XF 106, SSC 9100300079 9100300079

Iveco Stralis HI-STREET, HI-ROAD ⁶ – 9100300087

Iveco Stralis HI-WAY 6 – 9100300088

MAN TGS/TGX XL, XXL, LX 1 9100300080 9100300080

MB Atego 1, 3  9100300081 9100300081

MB Actros, Antos, Arocs (SFTP) 1, 5 9100300082 9100300082

Renault T + C, H1 9100300089 9100300089

Renault T + C, H2 ⁴ 9100300090 9100300090

Scania Topline, Highline ² 9100300083 9100300083

Universal 1 (screw fastening) 9100300085 9100300085

Universal 2 (bracket fastening) 9100300086 9100300086

CoolAir RTX 1000 CoolAir RTX 2000

Ref. No. 9105306210 9105306212

Voltage (volts DC) 24 24

Current consumption  (A) 5 – 25 5 – 29

Cooling capacity
rated to ISO 5151 (W) 1200 2000

Refrigerant (pre-charged) R 134a R 134a

System

Battery operated self-contained truck parking cooler to be installed 
in the existing roof hatch. Hermetically sealed, maintenance free 
refrigerant circuit with inverter compressor. Adjustable low-voltage 
cut-out. CoolAir installation concept for fast and easy installation.

Dimensions (W x H x D) 860 x 308 x 643 (height on roof: 169 mm – without gasket)

Weight (kg) approx. 22,8 approx. 31,5

Colour / material top cover: ASA/PC, white   Base: ASA/PC, anthracite

Quality features Latest generation inverter compressor technology, low-voltage  
cut-out with sensing line, remote control, multi-line display

Test marks TÜV Rheinland type approved, e-approved (Automotive EMC 
Directive

Scope of delivery Parking cooler, remote control, operating manual

  Accessories (optional) Ref. No.

Battery connection cable, 6 mm²,
11 m long, for vehicles with power
management

9100300108 9100300108

Set for electrical circuit protection 
when the 11 m cable is used 9100300110 9100300110

All installation kits are designed for current vehicle models. More models on 
request. Please check “Preconditions for installation” document for further 
installation information.

Scope of delivery: cover frame, seals, installation fittings,  
4 m connection cable incl. sensing line, installation instructions   
 

¹   MAN and MB kits with 11 m connection cable and matching installation 
material

²   For mechanical roof hatch your will additionally require 2 original Scania 
brackets (Scania item number 1533737) for installation.

³  Only for electrical roof hatch, for manual roof hatch use Universal 1
⁴  Only for cabins without air deflector / not for High-Sleeper Cab
⁵  Not for Compact and GigaSpace roof versions
⁶  RTX 1000 only for flat roof, otherwise please use RTX 2000

643 mm
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